Faculty Presentation Activity Ideas

Discussion prompts:

- What is something new/interesting/surprising that you learned during this presentation?
- Did your opinions or perception of this area of study change after this presentation? Why or why not?
- Is this a career or area of study you might be interested in? Why or why not?

Additional activities:

1. Have students create a college and career map using Oregon CIS, Naviance, or related program to explore higher education and job options related to this field. What high school classes can students take now to prepare?

2. Divide students into small groups to brainstorm concerns about their community that could be addressed using skills and knowledge from the presenter’s area of study. Research existing jobs or organizations involved in these issues that offer volunteer or internship opportunities.

3. Gather ways for students to continue engaging with this area of study. Are there educational social media accounts to follow? Short documentaries or interviews to watch? Experiments or projects that students can do at home or incorporate into schoolwork?